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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a comparison of using the weighted
word lattice output of a recognizer versus its one-best tran-
scription for unsupervised language model adaptation. We
begin with a general analysis of how to smooth word proba-
bilities when the sample is hidden as is the case with recog-
nizer lattices. For each smoothing technique for the known
sample case, we show there is a natural generalization to the
hidden case. In particular, we use this generalization with
the well-known Good-Turing estimate on word lattices, and
show results using Monte Carlo methods for building Katz
backoff models. In our realistic adaptation task, with mis-
matched acoustic and language models, we find that Katz
backoff models trained on word lattice samples provide a
small, consistent benefit over those trained on one-best out-
put, most notably when there is a limited amount of adapta-
tion data (less than 100 hours). Thus, while the recognizer
one-best transcription can provide an effective approxima-
tion for the purpose of language model adaptation under
certain circumstances, the word lattice provides information
that can be exploited for more robust language modeling.

1. INTRODUCTION

As automatic speech recognition (ASR) becomes more widely
used, often as a key piece of larger applications, language
model (LM) and acoustic model (AM) adaptation to novel
domains is indispensable. A common adaptation scenario
involves porting to domains with little or no manually an-
notated data, but perhaps with a relatively large amount of
unannotated speech data. Research into unsupervised LM
adaptation [1, 2, 3] has relied upon ASR transcripts, rather
than weighted word lattices, which provide a probability
distribution over a number of competing hypothesis tran-
scriptions, and hence contain more information that could
potentially be exploited for adaptation. Adapting on ASR
transcripts has led to effective model adaptation, but the
question remains whether it is possible to get further im-
provements by taking into account the distribution over tran-
scriptions provided by the word lattice.

Perhaps the first idea one might have for how to use
lattices in n-gram modeling would be to use the probabil-
ity distribution on the lattices to define expected n-gram
counts. Note, in general, this leads to fractional n-gram
counts. Some techniques, such as deleted interpolation [4]
and Witten-Bell smoothing [5] could straight-forwardly use
these counts, since these techniques rely on mixing max-
imum likelihood (relative frequency) estimates. However,
other techniques, such as Katz backoff [6] or Kneser-Ney
estimation [7], which are more widely used, rely on integral
counts in their definition and exactly how to generalize them
is not immediate. For this reason, we take the time here to
outline a general approach to extending arbitrary smoothing
techniques to lattice corpora. Using Good-Turing smooth-
ing, we then employ a Monte Carlo version of our general-
ization for Katz backoff modeling and compare to the now
standard technique of using one-best transcription.

After presenting our generalization for use with word
lattices and our method for unsupervised n-gram model adap-
tation, we provide empirical results for adaptation to a novel
customer call classification application. The baseline ASR
results in this domain are below 50 percent word accuracy,
which would lead to the expectation that the word lattice
would provide better adaptation to the new domain than the
error-filled ASR transcript. Although the bulk of the ac-
curacy gain through adaptation is also achieved using just
ASR one-best transcripts, there is a consistent benefit to
sampling from word lattices, enough to make this an inter-
esting area of future research. In particular, the word lattice
sampling approach converges more quickly, leading to more
than a half percentage point improvement over the one-best
method with 50 hours of unlabeled data. The one-best ap-
proach ultimately reaches the same level of performance,
with more unlabeled examples, both in terms of word ac-
curacy and perplexity. Based on the results that we present
here, one can conclude that using the one-best transcripts
is generally an effective approximation to using the word
lattices.

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, it pro-
vides a generalization of arbitrary LM smoothing techniques



to the word lattice case and, in particular, applies this to
Katz estimation. Second, it documents a comparison be-
tween using word lattices and the more common technique
of using one-best ASR transcription for unsupervised lan-
guage model adaptation, demonstrating that, under certain
common circumstances, there can be a small gain by using
the former.

2. WORD PROBABILITY ESTIMATION

In this section, we develop how to estimate word probabili-
ties when drawn from a hidden sample, which we will apply
to language model estimation from ASR word lattices. We
first begin with the standard, known sample case.

2.1. Known random sample

Let �����
	������������� be a random sample of size � from
a finite set � of words having probability distribution ������� .
We assume that the distribution ������� is unknown to us and
we wish to estimate it. The maximum likelihood estimate
is: ��! #"$���&% �'�#�)(� (1)

where ( �+*,���.-��'� is the number of occurrences of � in
the sample � . However, it is relatively poor for low count
words in the sample [8].

Good’s estimate, which improves the estimate for low
counts, is: ��!/0���1% �'�2�3(
465� 475 8 �9�	;: <>=?9�	?@8 �1: <>=�@ (2)

where <>= is the number of distinct words that have count (in a sample [8]. Good shows that his estimate for the prob-
ability of a word � is equal to

8 : �BAC% *D��E�-��'�'�F*,���.-G�'�H@ ,
the expected value of the probability of a word E selected
equiprobably from among those words with the same count
as � in the sample.

The population quantity,
8 � : < = @ , in Good’s estimate is

unlikely to be known. In that case, it must be approximated.
Turing’s estimate: ��JI����1% �'�2� (�475� < =?9�	<>= (3)

approximates
8 � : < = @ with < = from the sample [8].

Katz shows how to apply the Good-Turing estimate not
just to words but to n-grams of words for building a stochas-
tic LM [6].

2.2. Hidden random sample

Consider now that the sample is also unknown to us. Instead
we are only given KL�M�ONP-Q�����P% K#�G� , where NSRT� � is the

set of sample hypotheses and �����P% K#�UWV is the probability
that �YXZN was indeed the sample. When �FX[� �]\ N ,
we define �����P% K#�^�_V . This models situations where we
have imperfect knowledge about a sample. In ASR, for ex-
ample, K might be the set of hypotheses and the correspond-
ing (recognizer estimate of the) probabilities of their being
correct for a passage of � words of speech.1

We wish to estimate ������� from K . Define:`�����1% K#���bacd,e ������1% �'�f�����P% K� (4)

where
�� is whatever estimator we have chosen to use when

the sample is known. In other words,
`� is the expected value

of
�� given our sample hypotheses and their probabilities.
We choose

`� as our estimator of ������� from K since we
believe Eq. 4 makes it a natural candidate and because this
estimator has several desirable properties that we list in the
next section. Before this, we need to consider

`� under some
restrictions on

�� .
Suppose that

������1% �'� only depends on the count ( of �
in � . This is true for the maximum likelihood and Good’s
estimate. Then:`�g���1% K�h� acd,e ������1% ( �f�����P% K#�i- ( �7*,���j-��'�

� �ak�l>m ��g���&% ( �f��� ( % �j-�K#� (5)

Thus, in these cases we can determine
`� from ��� ( % �.-�K� .For the maximum likelihood estimator, Eq. 5 further

simplifies to:`�����&% K�2� 5� �ak�lnm ( ��� ( % �.-GK#�#� 8 : ( % �j-�Ko@� p q(� (6)

For Good’s estimate, we need an estimate of
8 � : < = @ to

use Eq. 5. We can use:8 � : < = @C�ras�dDt � � � ( % ���vuwas�dDt ��� ( % �.-�K� (7)

2.3. Properties of
`� :

Our estimator
`� defined in Eq. 4 has the following proper-

ties:

1.
`� reduces to

�� when % Nx%D� 5 :If Ny�{z|�^}�~ then
`�����1% K#��� ������1% � m � . In the ASR

example, this would correspond to perfect recogni-
tion of � } and the two estimates coincide.

1The assumption that each hypothesis has fixed length � simplifies the
analysis in this section. A plausible hypothesis from a recognizer of a long
passage would be close but not always identical in length to what was, in
fact, uttered.



2. �&������� `�C�o�7�&�����0� ��C� :8 : `�������H@n��a�� `�����&% K�f����K#�� a � acd,e ������1% �'�;�����P% K#�;����K�� acdDt'� ������1% �'� ai� �����P% K�f����K#�� acdDt � ������1% �'�f�����'�2� 8 : ��������H@ (8)

So
`� has the same bias as

�� and, in particular, is unbi-
ased if

�� is.

3. Consistency of
`� :

Let � m be the hidden sample of size � . If � � � ( m % �.-GK#�converges in probability to 5 as �F��� , where ( m �*D���.-G��}0� , and if
������1% ( � is weakly consistent, then`�����1% K#� is weakly consistent. This follows since if% ��g���1% ( m � \ ��������%��W� and 5 \ �!�1� ( m % �.-�K��W� , then:

�O��C�O� � ���C� �B�O� ���^�������
��  �¡�¢o£�C�O� � ¤f� � � � ¤0� �¦¥ ���C� �C�O� �������§ � £�C�O� � ¤ ¢ � � � � ¤ ¢ � �
¥ ���C� �C�O� ����¨�� ©QªD« �¬¡J  « £�C�O� � ¤|� � � � ¤�� �
¥ ���§ � £�C�O� � ¤ ¢ � � � � ¤ ¢ � �
¥ ���C� �C�O� ���¨��� � � � ¤ ¢ � �¦¥ ��� §[®|¯ (9)

4. Expected value of the probability of same count
words:

Consider the expected value of the probability of a
word E , selected equiprobably from among those words
with the same count as � in a sample � . When the
sample is known, this equals Good’s estimate,

��B/ .
When � is hidden, it is:8 : �BAB% *,��E�-G�'���T*D���.-G�'�H@°�acd,e 8 : �BAC% *,��E�-G�'�o�7*,���.-��'�i-���@0�����P% K#�� �a= lnm 8 : � A % ( @0��� ( % �.-GK#�� �a= lnm ��J/±���1% ( �>��� ( % �.-�K� (10)

From Eq. 5 we see that Eq. 10 equals
`� when

�� is
Good’s estimate. Thus our generalization of Good’s

estimate when the sample is hidden equals the ex-
pected value of the probability of a word selected equiprob-
ably from among those with the same count as � just
as when the sample is known.

2.4. Computing
`�

We can compute the
`� in Eq. 4 approximately by using

Monte Carlo methods. For this, we first generate ² ran-
dom samples, �'	;-�������-G�´³+XµN , from �����P% K� . Then`�����1% K#��u¶5² ³a · l 	 ������1% � · � (11)

For more direct methods, we need to restrict
�� . Let us

require that it depends only on the count ( as in Eq. 5. In
order to use Eq. 5, we need to evaluate:��� ( % �.-GK#�2� a¸>¹iº�»¼G½¾s�¿ coÀ�l = �����P% K#� (12)

This, in principle, can be computed by enumerating all
word sequences in N and explicitly forming the sum in the
equation. However, this may not be practical when % Nx% is
large. In that case, we may be able to divide and conquer.
For suppose K can be divided into two independent partsK	 and K2� where K · � ��N · -x�����^ÁH-�K · ��� , N · RÂ� ��Ã ,�&	 4 �j� � � , N¶�)Nµ	?N'� , and �����'Ä;�´Å�% K�6������ Ä % K � �f����� Å % K � � for all � Ä XµN 	 and � Å XµN � . Then:

��� ( % �j-�K#�� =aÆ lnm ��� ( \ÈÇ % �.-GK	��f��� Ç % �.-�K#�|� (13)

More generally, if K can be divided into ² mutually in-
dependent parts, then Eq. 13 can be iteratively applied ² \ 5times to determine ��� ( % �.-GK#� . In the speech recognition ex-
ample, N might correspond to a long passage while eachN · could be hypotheses for the É th sentence in the passage
where we assume sentences are independent of each other.

This points the way to an efficient algorithm for calcu-
lating

`� directly from word lattices, which we defer to future
research.

3. UNSUPERVISED LM ADAPTATION

In this section, we will use the Monte Carlo approach of
Eq. 11 with the Good-Turing estimate to generalize Katz
backoff modeling in an adaptation scenario. To build an
adapted n-gram model, we use a count merging approach,
much as presented in [3], which is shown there to be a
special case of maximum a posteriori (MAP) adaptation.
Let � m be the prior, out-of-domain corpus, and � · be theÉ th randomly sampled corpus from the set of word lattices,5ËÊ É Ê ² . Let Ì represent an n-gram history of zero or



Adaptation Samples Hours of unlabeled data
Approach 0 0.6 1.9 3.7 7.4 14.3 28.3 56.8 114.4 229.4 456.9 1047.9

One-best 1 49.1 49.3 49.8 50.3 50.5 50.9 51.3 51.6 52.0 52.4 52.6 52.8

Lattices 1000 49.1 49.4 50.0 50.5 50.8 51.2 51.7 52.2 52.4 52.5 52.8 52.8

Table 1. Word accuracy for varying amounts of unlabeled adaptation data for both adaptation setups

more words. Let * · �ÍÌJ��� denote the raw count of an n-gramÌ�� in � · . Let
�� · �ÎÌ���� denote the standard Katz backoff

model estimate of ÌJ� given � · . We define the corrected
count of an n-gram Ì�� as:�* · �ÍÌJ���Ï� % � · % �� · �ÍÌJ��� (14)

Then:`�g���Ð%�Ì!�o� Ñ�Ò �* m �ÍÌJ��� 4 	³ÔÓ ³	 �* · �ÎÌ����Ó snÕ z Ñ Ò �* m �ÎÌ���Ö×� 4 	³ Ó ³ 	 �* · �ÍÌJ�
ÖO��~ (15)

where Ñ Ò is a state dependent parameter that dictates how
much the out-of-domain prior counts should be relied upon.
Note that the in-domain contribution to the above formula
is taken directly from the Monte Carlo estimate in Eq. 11.
The model is then defined as:�CØD���Ð%DÌ!�o�{Ù `�g���Ð%,ÌB� ÚÜÛZ* · �ÍÌJ���UTV�Û�Ý�Þ�ßGÝDà�á#Éâ � Ø ���Ð%DÌ Ö �WÝ,ã?ä�á�Þ?å�ÚæßGá

(16)
where â is the backoff weight and Ì Ö the backoff history for
history Ì .

The principal difficulty in MAP adaptation of this sort is
determining the mixing parameters ÑfÒ in Eq. 15. Following
[3], we chose a single mixing parameter for each model that
we built, i.e. Ñ�Ò � Ñ for all states Ì in the model.

Unsupervised MAP adaptation, however, differs from
supervised MAP adaptation in one respect, which becomes
critical for dealing with the large amount of unlabeled data
in our experiments. The intuition behind MAP adaptation in
the supervised case is: with few in-domain observations, the
model should be close to the out-of-domain trained model;
as more in-domain observations are obtained, the model
should move toward the maximum likelihood model given
the observations. In other words, as the in-domain counts
grow, they should swamp the out-of-domain counts. How-
ever, for unsupervised adaptation, the out-of-domain model,
being based upon supervised annotations, constrains the noisy
in-domain observations, and hence provides a benefit even
when the amount of unlabeled data is very large. For this
reason, we found that the empirically optimized mixing pa-
rameters were very different for different unlabeled sample
sizes. To simplify the parameter estimation process across
all conditions, we made the simplifying assumption thatÑ � Ñ mnç&èÃ

ª�é!ê c Ã ê³ ê c « ê so that larger unlabeled sample sizes re-
sult in greater compensatory scaling of the out-of-domain
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Fig. 1. Word Accuracy versus hours of unlabeled utterances for
adaptation based on word lattice sampling and ASR one-best out-
put, for up to 300 hours of in-domain utterances.

observations, to avoid them being swamped. For the empir-
ical results reported in the next section, Ñ m �ÔëJ� ì . This re-
sulted in good performance for both word-lattice sampling
and one-best adaptation approaches.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We evaluated both Monte Carlo word lattice sampling and
one-best ASR transcription adaptation scenarios by mea-
suring word accuracy within an AT&T “How May I Help
You?” spoken dialogue application known as Customer Care
(CC) [9]. The out-of-domain corpus was 171,343 words
transcribed from a previously deployed application known
as Operator Services (OS) [9]. The range of topics served
by the CC application is disjoint from those served by the
OS application. The baseline language model is a trigram
built from the above corpus, with 3337 unigram, 40821 bi-
gram, and 23360 trigram probabilities after shrinking.

In the CC domain, we have a 2000 utterance manually
transcribed test set, and approximately 1050 hours of un-
transcribed in-domain utterances for unsupervised adapta-
tion. For all of the results, we produce word lattices or
one-best transcriptions for the untranscribed in-domain ut-
terances, and adapt the OS baseline model with counts de-
rived from the ASR output, as outlined in the previous sec-
tion2.

2The one-best transcription is considered one sample for equation 15.
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Fig. 2. Word Accuracy versus hours of unlabeled utterances for
adaptation based on word lattice sampling and ASR one-best out-
put, for over 1000 hours of in-domain utterances. Note that this is
the same plot as in figure 1, with a different range.

Table 1 presents the word accuracy results for two tri-
als: word lattice sampling with 1000 samples and one-best
transcription. We varied the amount of untranscribed data
provided to the training algorithm, to see its affect. With
all of the unlabeled data included, both methods provide a
3.7 percent improvement in word accuracy over the base-
line model. The Good-Turing sampling approach converges
more quickly than the one-best approach, providing a 0.6
point advantage when the amount of unlabeled data is lim-
ited to 57 hours. In the limit, however, the one-best reaches
the same level of performance.

Figure 1 plots these results versus the baseline from zero
to 300 hours of in-domain unlabeled data. Figure 2 gives a
wider view including all of the trials, and figure 3 shows
these results with the hours of unlabeled data in log scale.

Table 2 presents perplexity results on the test corpus for
the same breakdown of trials as table 1. Out-of-vocabulary
words (3.5 percent of tokens in the test set) were mapped
to an unknown token, which was reserved a unigram proba-
bility of 0.00001. Figure 4 plots perplexity versus hours of
unlabeled training data, with the hours in log scale. From
this we can see that, indeed, the one-best approach catches
up with the lattice sampling approach in terms of perplexity
as well as word accuracy. Figure 5 plots perplexity versus
word accuracy. The one-best approach provides somewhat
better word accuracy than the lattice sampling approach at
the same perplexity level, indicating that some of the im-
provements in modeling provided by the lattice sampling
are not particularly useful to the recognizer.

5. DISCUSSION

The results presented in the last section demonstrate that
one-best transcriptions are effective for unsupervised MAP
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Fig. 3. Word Accuracy versus hours of unlabeled utterances for
adaptation based on word lattice sampling and ASR one-best out-
put, with the hours plotted in log scale.

adaptation, and can provide several points of improvement,
even when the baseline accuracy is poor. Our results here
are consistent with those presented in [3]. The estimation is
simple when using one-best transcriptions, so this is likely
to be the method of choice for many doing adaptation, par-
ticularly in the case when the amount of unlabeled data is
large. Since there is no manual labeling required, in many
cases it should be possible to generate essentially arbitrary
amounts of training data for a given domain.

However, there is a small, consistent gain to be had by
using the word lattices, when the amount of unlabeled data
is limited. This makes our approach more attractive in sce-
narios when the data is limited or highly fragmented – e.g.,
for self-adaptation.

Future research is threefold. First, we intend to inves-
tigate an efficient algorithm for doing Good-Turing estima-
tion exactly, without requiring the Monte Carlo technique
used for this paper. Second, we intend to investigate this
method in other domains, where the baseline accuracies and
quality of the posterior probability estimates are somewhat
better than what is to be had in this domain. Improved base-
line accuracies will make the one-best approach more effec-
tive (in the limit as effective as supervised adaptation), but
the improved posteriors will also have an effect on lattice-
based methods, leading to better estimates.

Finally, we would like to have a better understanding
of what exactly is being learned from the unlabeled data.
Are a small number of frequent collocations receiving much
higher probabilities, or is the overall shape of the resulting
distribution driving the improvements? If it is the former,
then perhaps there are techniques for extracting a relatively
small number of surprisingly likely collocations and sim-
ply moving the distribution to accommodate their increased
likelihood. In other words, perhaps there are more effective



Adaptation Samples Hours of unlabeled data
Approach 0 0.6 1.9 3.7 7.4 14.3 28.3 56.8 114.4 229.4 456.9 1047.9

One-best 1 179.7 133.4 123.8 117.4 112.6 107.3 102.0 95.6 90.4 84.8 80.5 76.0

Lattices 1000 179.7 131.0 118.2 109.2 102.4 96.2 90.0 83.7 79.8 76.4 74.4 72.4

Table 2. Perplexity of the test set for models trained on varying amounts of unlabeled adaptation data for both adaptation setups. OOV
words were mapped to token í unknown î , which was given an

¯
probability.
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Fig. 4. Perplexity versus hours of unlabeled utterances for adap-
tation based on word lattice sampling and ASR one-best output,
with the hours plotted in log scale.

adaptation techniques for making use of noisy ASR output.
In any case, this paper has presented a method for estimat-
ing corrected counts for n-grams while using the distribu-
tion over hypotheses provided by the word lattice.
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